
«Uzbekistan Airways» has announced the open bidding on providing access to a
service that combines online information on the prices (and other tariff parameters)
of air carriers operating flights in the same directions as «Uzbekistan Airways».

Service should perform:

- Obtaining operational data on tariffs on certain routes;

- providing opportunities for the analysis of changes in offers on the air
transportation market;

- comparison of the level of tariffs and conditions for them between two or more air
carriers on the route;

- providing the opportunity to analyze the proposed prices for flights and days of the
week, before the departure of a particular flight.

To receive an appropriate Request for Proposal (request for a commercial offer) with
detailed requirements for the service, the participant must send a request to the
email address below.

Main requirements for the selection of participants:

- Experience of supplying similar solutions and services - at least 5 years;

- Mandatory availability of relevant certificates and accreditations;

- Portfolio of current customers - at least 100 airlines (including full carrier and low-
costers);

- The number of used online resources (sources of data collection) - at least 1000
(including GDS, OTA, MSE, websites);

- Coverage of commercial flights (without fail all current foreign destinations of
Uzbekistan Airways) - at least 100,000 destinations.

Payment conditions: in accordance with the principles of product implementation
suggested by provider the following variant of payment may be provided for:



- one-time payment (within 30 calendar days from the date of conclusion of the
contract) for the implementation of the service and the monthly/annual subscription
fee for the right to use and support the web service on the basis of the issued
acts/bills/invoice;

- only monthly / annual subscription fee (respectively, the total cost of the product is
evenly distributed for the entire period of use of the service) for the right to use and
maintain the service on the basis of published acts/bills/invoices.

Term of the service is 3 years (with the possibility of subsequent renewal);

Term for providing access is within 5 business days after the conclusion of the
contract.

Term of setting up (customize), additional setting of the service should not exceed 5
working days from the moment of providing access to the service;

Duration of training - no more than 5 working days (can be combined with the period
of customize).

Term of offer validity: not less then 30 (thirty) calendar days.

Organizations, having corresponding experience in the field of development,
implementation and support of specialized software for civil aviation, may
participate in bidding.

Offers shall be submitted on letterhead of organization with signature of CEO and
seal of organization (sending the scanned copy of offer via E-mail is also permitted)
and shall contain the following information of Request for Proposal.

Offers are accepted to the following address:

41, Amir Temur avenue, Tashkent, GSP 100060, Uzbekistan.

Additional information may be received on:

phone: (998-78) 140-46-89, 140-47-38

E-mail: itdep@uzairways.com, tarif@uzairways.com

OFFERS ARE ACCEPTED TILL 12.00 AM (TASHKENT LOCAL TIME) ON MARCH 4, 2020.



OFFERS, THAT CONTAIN NOT FULL INFORMATION OR ARE NOT ACCOMPAINED BY
FULL PACKAGE OF AFORESAID DOCUMENTS, AS WELL AS THAT ARE SENT AFTER
STATED DATE, WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED.

 Download PDF 

https://corp.uzairways.com/index.php/en/print/pdf/node/789

